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              Expedition Engineering is part of the Useful Simple Trust.

Our purpose is to blaze a trail in the integrated, intelligent and ethical provision of the human environment. 
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              “We believe in engineering as a force for good. From first concepts to final finishes, every step in your project is an opportunity to embed what we’ve learned from decades of experience, supported by our wider group. We are progressive, open and pioneering new ways to make your project do good.
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                      We are an engineering practice with experience in building, infrastructure and masterplanning projects. We work in a collaborative, equitable and sustainable way that’s uniquely Expedition.
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												Construction Innovation

													
				Pioneering new ways of working, through materials, techniques and processes, and giving our clients an independent source of advice — saving resources, costs, and improving the environment.


			
							Sub-services include:

					Strategic advice
	Innovation delivery
	Design innovation
	Innovation management
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												Structural Engineering

													
				Central to the Expedition mission, structural engineering provides us with the insights and expertise to help create better lives through the built environment

			
							Sub-services include:

					Regenerative and low carbon structures
	Transformation of existing buildings
	MMC & DfMA
	Bridges
	Timber structures
	Construction advisory
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												Development Infrastructure

													
				Planning the successful, sustainable infrastructure of tomorrow by taking a holistic and tailored approach that considers the whole life of every construction.

			
							Sub-services include:

					Water-sensitive design and sustainable drainage
	Flood risk management and riverside development 
	Earthworks and land form
	Integrated utilities
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												Masterplanning

													
				Supporting planning applications from the earliest concepts through to specific guidance and management strategies, we help you create the strongest possible masterplan.

			
							Sub-services include:

					Policy development
	Development framework
	Sustainability strategy
	Technical feasibility studies
	Planning and delivery support
	Estate management strategies


			


		
					Find out more

				

	



                    

                  


          
                      Expedition Engineering is part of the Useful Simple Trust.

Our purpose is to blaze a trail in the integrated, intelligent and ethical provision of the human environment.
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